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A Bit of Wisdom
Another thing I must point out is
that you cannot prove a vague
theory wrong. […] Also, if the
process of computing the
consequences is indefinite, then
with a little skill any experimental
result can be made to look like the
expected consequences.
—Richard Feynman [1964]
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Introduction
• In recent decades, a broad range of institutional investors have dramatically
increased their allocation of capital to illiquid assets such as private equity, real
estate, and financing of public infrastructure.
– This trend is typically justified by asserting a belief that some investors have unpredictable
consumption patterns and therefore a willingness to accept lower returns for high liquidity.
– It is assumed that investors who have highly predictable consumption expenditures (e.g. a pension
fund) can therefore obtain higher returns with little disutility by giving up liquidity that they believe
they will never need.
– However, having a high proportion of illiquid assets means that the investor has given up the ability to
exit underperforming assets, change their asset allocation should they wish to do so, or even to
rebalance their allocation back to previously defined weights as the market value of portfolio assets
fluctuate through time.
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Our Framework
As compared to another investor with similar but liquid assets, the illiquid investor is now short the “option to do something else”.

We will consider four reasons for investors desiring liquidity
Low predictability of consumption needs

Desire to exit underperforming assets

Routine rebalancing of portfolio allocations

Ability to change portfolio allocations when
desired

In this presentation, we will present an analytical model for this option which provides a more appropriate estimate of the “illiquidity
premium” that is specific to the investor’s overall portfolio and the certainty of the time horizons for their consumption liabilities.

Like most option pricing problems, the key input to the model is the volatility of the underlying which in this case is the cross-sectional
dispersion of returns across asset types.
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When Liquidity is Assumed
but Not Guaranteed

Brunnmeier and Pedersen (2009) connects the concept
of market liquidity of for investors to the concept of
financial system liquidity in which central banks play a
prominent role.

Bagnara and Japelli (2022) propose a structure for
“liquidity options” which would convey the right to
trade equities at zero trading costs.

diBartolomeo (Professional Investor 2007, 2008)
discusses how the shape of return distributions are
likely to change when liquidity for normally liquid
markets is exhausted, Northfield News- February
2008.pub (northinfo.com)
• The Northfield transaction cost model includes a unique inflection
point that predicts that trading costs will rise quadratically when trade
sizes exceed available market liquidity.
• A related webinar explains how injections of financial liquidity during
the GFC by central banks played out in restoring market liquidity to
equity markets, The Liquidity Risk Time Bomb (northinfo.com)
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The Need to Fund
Consumption

An early formalization of the impact of liquidity
on asset pricing and expected returns is the
Intertemporal Capital Asset Pricing Model
proposed by Merton (1973)
• The ICAPM adds terms to capture investor aversion to
drawdowns as they might need to unexpectedly liquidate
part of their holdings when values are low.

Numerous papers have studied investors that
have very predictable consumption needs (life
insurers, pensions) and hence are willing to
purchase private placement bonds at relatively
modest yield premiums
• Hood (1999), de Jong and Driessen (2012), and Boni, Roon,
and Joos (2020)
• The typical range of yield premium for illiquid corporate
bonds ranged from .15% to 1.15% across different decades
but some of this spread is attributable to other factors such
as the details of bond covenants.
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Joining the Ivy League
Underhill (2016) studies portfolio liquidity at endowment funds.
NACUBO reports that as of 2015, the
average US university endowment was
more than 50% in alternative mostly
illiquid assets

Endowments have more flexibility with
respect to consumption spending (mostly
voluntary) as compared to pensions and
can borrow to meet cash needs.

In the US, pensions are prohibited from
borrowing

During the GFC both of the large endowments of Harvard and Yale had to borrow more
than $1 Billon each to fund capital calls for ongoing illiquid investments when incoming
cash flow from alumni donations dried up.
Investment policy was being set based on
expectations of future cash flows

A mathematical integration of
endowment investment and spending
policies is presented in Satchell and
Thorp (2012).
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Both universities unsuccessfully termed
their emergency need to borrow as an
arbitrage opportunity. Alumni donors
were not impressed.
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Required Returns for Illiquid Assets
Buchner (2010) rederives CAPM under the assumption of illiquidity.
• The model is reversed in that idiosyncratic risk is priced as low correlation between assets results in more
movement of asset weights which cannot be corrected by rebalancing which is unavailable.

Ang and Bollen (2008) use “real options” to estimate the cost of the loss of the
“option to exit”.
• Given the risky nature of hedge funds, the loss of the “option to exit” is very valuable resulting in a high
premium.

Ang, Papanikolaou, and Westerfield (2011) evaluate liquidity as a Poisson process
where potential buyers and sellers meet randomly at low frequency.
• They estimate a liquidity premium as high as 60 basis points per year for each year of time between
opportunities to trade
• This premium arises because illiquid assets cannot be sold to rebalance when liquid assets fall in value.
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Portfolio Construction with Illiquid Assets
Gold (Journal of Real
Estate Portfolio
Management, 1995)
describes the efficient
frontier as “fuzzy” when
illiquid assets are present.

• Most illiquid assets are also indivisible
• Optimal allocations go from being vectors of
scalar values to ranges

Belev and Gold (Journal of
Real Estate Research,
2015) propose a modified
version of portfolio
optimization to
accommodate illiquidity
and lack of divisibility.

• Risk is defined in terms of failure like a bond
default
• Contributions to the utility function are for
whole assets (e.g. you can’t trade one floor of
any office building)
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Pricing the Inability to Rebalance to Previous Weights
• We set up a simple simulation of a very
simple institutional portfolio which is
presumed optimal given the investor’s risk
aversion
– 60% equity with expected annual return
8%, volatility 20%
– 40% fixed income with expected return
4%, volatility 9%
– Correlation between equities and fixed
income 20%
– We infer risk tolerance (1/lambda) from
an extension of Rubinstein (1976) as
described in Estimating an Investor’s
Volatility/Return Tradeoff: The Answer is
Always Six (northinfo.com)
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Running the “No Rebalance” Simulation
Simulate 1000 random
trials to estimate the
allocation weights at
the end of a one-year
observation.

If the “no rebalance”
requirement runs for
multiple years, the
effect grows rapidly

• If we pretend the assets are illiquid, we will have to start the
next year at the new, suboptimal weights.
• The average rebalance turnover required is about 6% but can
be much higher with some capital market assumptions
• The average loss of utility is only 2 basis points for the
subsequent year.

• Can be mitigated by using investment income to partially
rebalance
• See Balvers and Mitchell (2000)
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The Value of the Option to Exit
A simple model for value of the option to exit is to consider the value of a year’s worth of one day at the money put
options on the asset.

For example, let’s calculate the value of a one day put with volatility 12%, yield 2%, while the risk-free rate is 1%.
The value of the one day put is .25% of the underlying price.

Accumulating that over a year .0025 * 252 = 6.3%

Of course, the option to exit is worthless if you believe that your ability to usefully predict when to exit is nil.
We can borrow from Grinold (1994) to multiple the result by our expected information coefficient, leaving us with

Annual Exit liquidity premium = IC * 252 * value of one day put at the money
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Valuing the Option to “Do Something Else”
We can value the “option to do something else” in a simple consideration of a tactical asset allocation strategy.
Assume we have the same two asset classes equities and bonds with the same capital market
assumptions.

Rather than 60/40 we allocate 100% whichever of our two asset classes we believe will produce
the higher return.

We model this as a Margrabe or “rainbow” option on the better of two outcomes
Margrabe (1978)

At expiration we collect the always positive
difference between the higher of the two
returns and the equal weighted (50/50) return.

Only valuable if we can predict which asset will
have the higher return

For our current CMA, the value of 1 year
rainbow option is 6%

Annual Option to do Something Else = IC * One Year Margrabe Option
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Conclusions
Depending on the predictability of the needs to expend cash for expenditures, some institutional
investors limit themselves to a modest effort to capture liquidity premia with private assets.

• Endowments borrow to fund cash shortfalls, a strategy not available to pensions
The presence of large allocations to illiquid assets requires methodological changes in
determining optimal portfolios
Even large holdings of illiquid assets do not materially impact investor utility in terms of the
inability to rebalance a typical 60/40 type asset allocation.
If investors are active, they believe they can forecast when to an asset is going to underperform
and they should exit or switch to a different asset

• The “option to exit” can be modeled as a sequence of one day at the money put
options and can have very significant value
• The option to do something else can be modeled as a Margrabe option and may
have very large value depending on the available asset classes, their volatilities,
and correlation.
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